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PREFACE
December 14, 2012

I thank Ed Shepard & Associates, LLC for their diligence and effort in developing this report. My
intent in commissioning Ed’s work was to further understand the circumstances and experiences
surrounding the Barry Point Fire in Oregon. Ed’s report will help me identify further steps for
the Forest Service to respond to and learn from the Barry Point Fire. I recognize that the
experience of affected landowners varied and that each may proceed as they see fit in dealing
with the losses to their property.
The Forest Service, in cooperation with the Oregon Department of Forestry, provided Shepard &
Associates full access to fire documents. We provided factual suggestions and edits on earlier
drafts of this report. The report includes valuable information regarding the sequence and
timing of events as well as the impressions and recollections of a good number of people who
were involved or directly affected by the fire. I appreciate the candor and honesty shown by
many landowners and agency personnel during the interviews. It was most important to me
that this report capture the facts and impressions of the community, landowners, and those
closest to this fire because my exposure to your experiences was limited to one visit with you
after the fire. I believe that your common concerns are reflected in this report.
This initial fact-finding report is extremely helpful because it focuses my next steps in key
areas. Clearly, there is much for the Forest Service and other agencies to learn from this fire.
The National Fire and Aviation Management staff will be conducting a review of this fire to
evaluate the response performance for large fire costs to ensure that fire management actions
were appropriate, risk-based, and effective. I have asked that the national team include an
evaluation of the recommendations and information contained in this report during their
review. In particular, I am interested in exploring ways we can better manage fire team
transitions and specific ways we can improve communication with other agencies and
landowners on future fires.
Kent Connaughton
Regional Forester
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Barry Point Fire occurred on the Fremont-Winema National Forest in South Central
Oregon; the Modoc National Forest in northern California; on private lands in Oregon
protected by the Klamath-Lake District of the Oregon Department of Forestry; and on
private lands in California protected by the Modoc National Forest under agreement with
CalFire. The fire was ignited by lightning on August 5, 2012 and spread rapidly over the
next few weeks, crossing into California on August 14th. It was contained on August 27th at
approximately 93,000 acres after burning through National Forest System lands containing
many values including timber and livestock forage; and private timber and grazing lands.
No homes were lost from the fire, but there was considerable property loss to landowners
and permittees in and around the two national forests and ODF protected lands.
The 2012 fire season was severe throughout the west with several large, destructive fires
causing significant property losses and the loss of human life. In eastern Oregon, several
large fires burned, including the largest fire in Oregon in 150 years. The Barry Point Fire
started at a time when fire behavior and fire growth potential was extreme. The fire
challenged the incident management teams until the weather moderated and the fire
burned into less hazardous fuels.

Community members raised several questions over the management of the fire and
communication between the managing agencies, landowners, and permittees. The Regional
Forester attended a meeting in Lakeview and, after listening to some of the stakeholders’
concerns, decided to commission this fact finding report. The objectives of our report are to
provide a better understanding of landowner and community concerns about the fire,
provide a common understanding of what occurred on the fire and to identify any lessons
that could be learned for future fires.
This report draws on interviews with more than 30 state and federal forest and fire
personnel, members of the incident management teams, landowners, and permittees; and a
review of some of the pertinent parts of the large fire record. We found many similarities
between what we heard from local stakeholders and what we heard from Forest personnel
and firefighters. Many times we heard similar stories, but from different perspectives, or
from differing times or locations on the fire. Sometimes we could find some reference to
reported events in the record, but other times we were unable to find documentation of
events. This is not surprising as many things happen rapidly on a fire of this size and what
may have been a significant event in one person’s perspective was not as significant to
another, or may have been unknown when reports were written.

For almost two weeks (August 6-17), the Barry Point Fire defeated containment efforts by
four incident management teams. Fire managers called in air tankers, crews, and incident
management teams beginning with a local Type 3 team and progressing to a national Type 1
team – the highest-level designation in the wildland firefighting arsenal. Firefighters were
able to protect homes but were unable to make headway on controlling the perimeter of the
fire until the weather began to moderate on August 18th.
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During the fire’s rapid initial spread, communication between firefighters and community
members was limited. This led to important differences in perspective and sense-making
regarding fire management decisions. As the fire continued to grow in spite of the IMT’s
efforts, community members became frustrated and began to question the teams’ and
agency leadership, performance, and dedication to protecting private property and the
national forest.

The fire caused substantial economic damage to landowners and permittees, and we heard
many questions regarding compensation for losses suffered during the fire. The issue of
compensation for losses is not a part of our charge and is not included in this report.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This report was supported by several people that helped the fact-finding proceed smoothly.
Deana Wall from the Deschutes National Forest provided logistical support including the
arduous task of scheduling interviews, arranging meeting space, and keeping us informed.
Fred Way, Fremont-Winema Forest Supervisor, and his employees provided us with a room
for phone interviews and to review the records. The Steering Group (Appendix 1) provided
insight into whom to interview and reviewed drafts of the report. We would like to say a
special thank you to Audrey Henry, Executive Director of the Lake County Chamber of
Commerce, for graciously hosting us at the Chamber of Commerce Office where most of the
interviews occurred.
We would also like to thank the interviewees from the Lake County community, FremontWinema National Forest, Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) Klamath-Lake District, and
the Incident Management Teams (IMTs). Several of these interviews required people to
recall painful and emotional memories. Without the interviews, this report could not have
been prepared.

As with any fact finding report, we are reporting on what transpired after the event
occurred. It is easier to look back and make judgments on decisions made during the hectic
times of a wildland fire than it is in real time. Agency officials and incident management
teams make decisions based on the best information available at the time, and make plans
based on that information and resources available to them. Most of the Forest Service and
ODF employees and firefighters we interviewed were very forthcoming on events as they
saw them. Some indicated that they learned things on Barry Point that they used on other
fire assignments during the 2012 season. We hope that this report can help improve future
wildland firefighting operations.
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I.

FACT-FINDING REPORT

A. Background
The Barry Point Fire (OR-FWF-120680) was ignited by lightning on Sunday evening August
5, 2012, and was declared 100% contained on August 27, 2012, after burning 92,977 acres
in Oregon and California on the Fremont-Winema and Modoc National Forests and private
ground. The rapid growth of the fire in acres and complexity led to multiple transitions of
Incident Management Teams (IMT). The fire was aggressively attacked and then managed
by a Type 3 IMT, but rapidly progressed in complexity to a Type 2 IMT. The Type 2 IMT was
augmented by a National Incident Management Organization (NIMO) team, and then
relieved by a Type 1 IMT. The rapid growth in complexity and size and the presence of
intermingled homes, private ranches, and timberlands within the fire area resulted in
damage to private land, improvements; and resources, and spawned local controversy over
how the fire was fought and managed.
Kent Connaughton, Regional Forester and Congressman Greg Walden, Oregon 2nd
Congressional District met with many of the local stakeholders and landowners in
Lakeview. The Regional Forester agreed to provide for an independent third-party factfinding report on what transpired during the Barry Point Fire and actions after the fire was
contained. Shepard & Associates, LLC was contracted by the Region to conduct the review
in Oregon.

This Fact-finding Report focuses on activities in Oregon in keeping with the direction of the
Regional Forester. The Modoc National Forest and land owners/permittees in California
also suffered losses. The Modoc Forest and the Region are working to resolve issues and
concerns resulting from the fire with those landowners. Our charge is to report on findings
in Oregon related to the Fremont-Winema National Forest and associated private lands.
The size and rapid rate of spread of the Barry Point Fire are symptomatic of fires that are
occurring across the West over recent years. Fires are getting larger and more complex to
fight. Drier and warmer conditions and changes in precipitation patterns are resulting in
longer fire seasons. Forest health problems in many areas combine with fire weather to
create the “perfect storm” for large, severe fires.

While issues of long-term forest management and more active fuels management were
raised in many of the interviews, our charge is to address the Barry Point Fire and not those
forest policy questions beyond the ability of any one National Forest or even one Region to
resolve. Such issues are for higher levels of the executive and legislative branches of the
Government to address.

B. Objectives
The Delegation of Authority for the Fact-finding Report on the Barry Point Fire (Appendix
2), signed by Regional Forester Connaughton on October 22, 2012 set the following
objectives:
 Conduct key interviews with fire personnel and community members to develop a
common understanding of what occurred on the fire.
 Develop a report that captures the common community and landowner concerns or
narrative about the fire.
 Include any “lessons learned” that might be applied to future fires.
In accomplishing these objectives, we were to coordinate with the Oregon Department of
Forestry and with the Team Leader of the Barry Point Fire Coordination Group. An informal
steering group of key community contacts assisted with the report.

As work on this report progressed, the Regional Forester asked that we add an objective of
recommending issues that were beyond the scope of this review and could be addressed by
a subsequent review.
C. Methodology
The work began with a meeting with the Regional Forester and his deputies to go over the
objectives and timelines for the report. We reviewed fire documents and maps the week of
October 22nd.

Fieldwork started in Lakeview on October 29th with a meeting of the informal steering
group to ask for help in identifying community members to interview and to review the
report draft, and to help identify issues they heard as community leaders.

Following the steering group meeting, we attended a previously scheduled stakeholders
meeting at the Fremont-Winema Supervisor’s Office. Shane Jeffries, Team Leader for the
Barry Point Fire Coordination Group, introduced us to the stakeholders. We briefly
informed the attendees of our objectives and sought their cooperation in the process. Some
stakeholders had the impression that the fact-finding review was a forensic investigation of
the fire. We informed them that it was not and that our intent was to develop a fact-finding
report that would focus on fire related events from the local community and firefighter
community perspectives.

The Forest arranged with the Lakeview Chamber of Commerce to hold interviews at their
office. From Monday evening, October 29th through Saturday, November 3rd we interviewed
24 individuals or families that had property damaged by the fire or were part of the
firefighting effort. Most interviews lasted an hour or more. We asked the interviewees how
they were involved or affected by the fire and allowed them to give a verbal narrative of
how the fire progressed and any related actions after the fire. We had no set questions, but
asked clarifying questions as the interview progressed. Most interviews were conducted in
person; however fire personnel from the incident management teams that were not
stationed in Lakeview were interviewed by phone.
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On November 2nd we were given a tour of the fire area in Oregon that helped us visualize
what people had shown us on maps.
Interviews of key fire personnel, including incident commanders and operation section
chiefs were held by phone during the weeks of November 5th and 12th.

A list of those interviewed can be found in Appendix 3.

We reviewed pertinent records, particularly records related to the fire operations and
planning. We corroborated the information gained through interviews with other interview
and the records to the extent we could.
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II.

SITUATION

A. Forest and ODF Klamath-Lake District Organizations
The Fremont-Winema National Forest is a member of the Lakeview Interagency Fire Center
(LIFC) along with the Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Oregon
Department of Forestry Klamath-Lake District, and Lake County Fire Defense Board. LIFC
has plans in place to adequately cover expected fire situations for various fire conditions.
The Forest has a fire staff consisting of 4 employees including the Fire Staff Officer. At the
time of the Barry Point Fire, the Fire Staff Officer was out of state on another fire. He was
also transitioning to a new position on a NIMO team. He returned to the Forest when his
NIMO team was ordered to support the Barry Point Fire. Because of the transition to the
NIMO position, the Forest had detailed a second employee to act as the Fire Staff Officer.
One other fire employee was off-forest on the Holloway Fire and two were working onforest when the Barry Point Fire started. At the time of the fire, the District Ranger position
was vacant and the Forest Supervisor had assigned an acting Ranger.
The Oregon Department of Forestry Klamath-Lake District is staffed by a District Forester
and a Protection Unit Forester and Protection Supervisor. During the first two days of the
Barry Point Fire, the District Forester was out of the area and was represented by the Lake
Unit Protection Unit Forester.
B. Fire Conditions and Fire Behavior
The 2012 fire season started early in the West and continued well into the fall. Oregon
experienced several large timber and range fires, including the Long Draw Fire – at over
500,000 acres, the largest wildland fire in Oregon in 150 years. Southeast Oregon
experienced a dry winter and an extended period with very little precipitation throughout
the summer months. Range and timber fuels were at or below seasonal normal moisture
content and continuing to dry. The Energy Release Component (ERC)1 was above average
and continuing to rise before and during the Barry Point Fire.

On August 5th a lightning storm hit southern Oregon and northern California, with lightning
strikes occurring from 9:00 a.m. until 11:00 p.m. LIFC went into lightning mode as called
for in their plans and made sure that their complement of resources was prepared and
lookouts staffed.
Lightning detection data showed several strikes in the Barry Point area around the fire’s
point of origin. Several fires were detected from this storm and previous storms. By 9:00
a.m. on August 6th, there were five active fires identified on the LIFC side and more fires on

Energy Release Component (ERC) is a number related to the available energy, measured in British
Thermal Units, per square foot within the flaming front at the head of a fire, or the heat release per
unit area of the flaming area. Since it is a composite fuel moisture value, reflecting live and dead
fuels, it is used as a measure of potential fire intensity.
1
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the Forest and ODF District. At the time the fire started the Pacific Northwest Region was at
Preparedness Level (PL)2 3 and the Nation was at PL4.
Environmental factors and fire behavior experienced throughout the Barry Point Fire
resulted in high resistance to control and presented management challenges from initial
attack through multiple IMT transitions.

Fire behavior on the Barry Point Fire from the day of initial attack on August 6th through
August 9th was influenced by heavy loadings of dry fuel, terrain, warm temperatures in the
85 to 90 degree range, low relative humidity, gusty winds from the west/southwest up to
about 10 m.p.h., and unstable atmospheric conditions as reflected by the Haines Index3 level
5. These conditions produced high intensity fire generally from mid to late morning with
torching, crowning, and spotting up to ½ mile. Fire spread was generally to the northeast
due to prevailing winds, which is typical of most fires on the Fremont-Winema National
Forest, however a change in wind direction pushed the fire to the south, burning the east
face of Dog Mountain and pushing the fire across the Dog Lake Road. Most firefighters with
past fire experience in this area reported that they expected the fire to continue spreading
to the northeast.
From August 10th through August 14th, the fire experienced changes in wind direction with
winds varying from night to day. During nighttime, wind direction was predominantly from
the northeast to east, and this changed the direction of fire spread to the south during the
night. During each afternoon the wind direction was generally from the southwest to west
up through August 13th, and then it blew from the northwest on August 14th. Sustained
wind speeds were generally less than 10 m.p.h. with gusts up to 15 m.p.h. The Haines Index
was at level 5 except on August 12th when it reached level 6. The nighttime winds from the
north and the resulting fire spread to the south over a several day period was not typical of
fires in this area. All those interviewed with previous firefighting experience in this area
had stated they had never seen this before and certainly had not expected it.

On August 15th the fire continued to make a big push to the south further into California on
the Modoc National Forest before it began to reach a different fuel type. Weather conditions
changed and on August 18th light moisture fell over the area. Afterward, more normal
weather conditions with cooler temperatures, higher relative humidity and a more stable
air mass settled over the area.
While the fire had major increases in acres burned during most days, as shown on the Fire
Progression Map (Appendix 4) with increases of some 5,000 acres to 29,000 acres over each
of 5 days, there’s no indication that this was ever a wind-driven fire. Nevertheless, fire
behavior experienced throughout the Barry Point Fire resulted in high resistance to control.

Preparedness Level is a scale from 1-5 that describes staffing levels based on burning conditions,
fire activity, and the availability of firefighting resources. PL5 represents the highest level of
competition for firefighting resources and the greatest number and complexity of ongoing fires.
3 Haines Index (HI) is a measure of the moisture content and stability of the lower atmosphere. It is
used as a predictor of the potential for fires to become large fires with extreme fire behavior. It is
rated on a scale of 2 to 6 with 2 being very low and 6 being high.
2
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C. Barry Point Fire Regional and National Priority:
The Northwest Multi-agency Coordination Group (NW MAC)4 assigns a priority to large fires
to help allocate scarce resources. Initial attack is always given the top priority so that new
fire starts do not escape and become large fires. Preparedness Levels are assigned by the
National Multiagency Coordination Group at the National Interagency Coordination Center
in Boise for the entire Nation and by the Northwest Coordination Center for the Pacific
Northwest. The NW MAC priorities for the Barry Point Fire and the National and
Geographic PL during the dates of the Barry Point Fire are found in the table below.
1

Date

Barry Point Fire
Priority

8/6
8/7-8
8/9-13
8/14-16
8/17-18
8/19
8/20
8/21
8/22
8/23
8/24
8/25

1
2
1
3
4
3
4
6
5

National
Preparedness Level
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

PNW
Preparedness Level
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3

D. Critical Values at Risk
Values at risk in the fire area as identified by Forest Service and Oregon Department of
Forestry Agency Administrators included homes and businesses; public and private timber
(including active logging operations); public and private grazing (forage) and ranch lands
(including infrastructure, e.g. fences and corrals); threatened, endangered and sensitive
species and habitat; transmission lines; communication sites; recreation sites; the Ruby
pipeline; and cultural resources.
Other resource values, such as wildlife habitat, watershed values, aesthetics, etc. were
identified to us by agency personnel but not specifically identified in records we observed.

Personal and social values not identified in documents but expressed by local landowners
include sentimental and spiritual values attached to the land and resources derived from a
long legacy in the area by families, and the desire to leave that legacy to their future
generations. This value was expressed universally and at times very passionately by the
local landowners we interviewed.
NW MAC consists of the Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Forest Service, National Park Service,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Oregon Department of Forestry, Washington
State Department of Natural Resources, and representatives from the Oregon and Washington State
Fire Marshal Offices. The MAC prioritizes fires and allocates or reallocates resources during periods
of shortages.
4
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There are at least 6 grazing permittees and 38 land owners in Oregon that were directly
affected, with property in or adjacent to the fire perimeter. At least 24 had losses or
damage in the fire or due to suppression activities. No homes were lost, but several were
threatened and required structure protection. At least two residences are within the fire
perimeter. Private economic losses included livestock (including loss, injury and death of
animals, and loss of weight), forage, fences and corrals, and timber. Additional property
was affected in California.
E. Incident Objectives
The incident management objectives as directed through Delegations of Authority and the
Strategic Risk Assessment from the Agency Administrators’ (Fremont-Winema NF
Supervisor and Oregon Department of Forestry District Forester, and later the Supervisor of
the Modoc National Forest) (Appendices 5) were to:













Implement good risk management practices in order to provide for firefighter, other
responder and public safety. Use good risk analysis processes, the principles of the
10 Standard Fire Fighting Orders, LCES and the 18 Watch-out Situations as the
foundation for risk decisions at all levels.
Coordinate and consult with local agency safety managers.
Implement all strategies and tactics based on firefighter and public safety, taking
into consideration sound, efficient and effective financial practices as well as
appropriate land, resource management and forest management plans. Spend funds
as identified in the suppression cost objectives of the Wildland Fire Decision
Support System (WFDSS)5.
Protect private property and structures to minimize private landowner resource
loss.
Minimize acreage burned and damage to private property and improvements by
safely and aggressively suppressing fire.
Business practices will comply with the Region 5, Region 6 Incident Business
Management Guidelines, the ODF Business Practices and the local Operating
Guidelines for Incident Administration.
Track costs in accordance with the local cost share agreement (August 11, 2012).
Maintain financial records and systems utilizing current program models that allow
for daily apportionments by jurisdiction.
Utilize resource advisors to minimize environmental concerns related to
suppression activities.
Comply with Federal Aviation Policies on federal lands.

WFDSS or Wildfire Decision Support System is a tool developed by Forest Service Research to
support wildfire decisions by incorporating models for fire behavior, land use plans, economic
models, etc. It is sanctioned by the National Wildfire Coordination Group for all federal agencies and
used by some states. Oregon Department of Forestry does not use WFDSS. They do provide input
into the decision-making when appropriate through other means. On the Barry Point Fire they
provided input through Delegations of Authorities and Incident Action Plans
5
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Maintain and enhance the relationships with local landowners and the public.
Additionally, all personnel assigned to the incident shall be treated with dignity and
respect while providing a safe and productive work environment.
Use aggressive outreach to insure timely and accurate dissemination of information
regarding fire related activities is provided to the public, land owners, cooperators,
elected officials, and other stakeholders.
Ensure that relationships are maintained or enhanced with local land owners,
business owners, the general public, and other key stakeholders.
Coordinate with ODF, the District and Forests resources regarding resource
considerations, and Wildland Fire Decision Support System (WFDSS) input.

Operational Objectives were to:





III.

Continue to implement strategies for engaging the fire that will help ensure
coordinated efforts for mission success.
o Implement identified actions at the appropriate time to allow for the right
operational tempo to accomplish mission and reduce risk to fire fighters.
o Where it can be safely done, minimize acreage burned, damage to private
property, damage to private property and improvements.
o Utilize resource advisors for input to help minimize environmental concerns
related to operational activities.
o Assess daily the validity of the strategy and tactics.
Utilize operational strategies and tactics that minimize impacts to private lands and
structures, resource damage, economic impacts, and minimize the disruption to
local activities and business where practical.
Provide timely initial attack assistance to the forest and local agencies within the
Temporary Flight Restrictions (TRF) or as requested.
NARRATIVE OF THE BARRY POINT FIRE

This narrative is based on:






Interviews with
o Forest managers and fire staff,
o ODF managers and fire staff, and
o IMT personnel assigned to the Barry Point Fire;
Documents found in the Barry Point Fire Final Documentation Package, including
o Incident Action Plans,
o After Action Reviews,
o the Barry Point Narrative Summary Introduction, Barry Point Daily
Chronology (Aug. 15th-24th); and
Lakeview Interagency Fire Center records as compiled in the report, Recollections of
Initial Attack of the Barry Point Fire, the First Three Days (Appendix 6).

The fire document record is extensive and it is not necessary to include all documents used
to prepare this narrative as part of this report. The most extensively used records are
included in the appendices.
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The following table summarizes key transitions as the fire progressed6:
Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Date
August 6
August 7
August 8
August 9
August 10
August 11
August 12

Command
Initial Attack
Extended Attack
Type 3
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
(NIMO/Type 2

9
10
11
12
13

August 14
August 15
August 16
August 17
August 18

NIMO/Type 2
Type 1
Type 1
Type 1
Type 1

8

14
20
22

August 13

August 19
August 25
August 27

NIMO/Type 2

Type 1
NIMO/Type 3
Type 3

Transition
Type 3 Team ordered
Type 2 Team ordered
NIMO Team ordered

NIMO took command 6:00
p.m.
Type 1 Team
ordered(enters California
night shift of 12th early
morning hours of the 13th)

Weather and fire behavior
moderate
Evacuations lifted
Contained

Fire Size (ac.)

258
1,587
3,212
11,813
17,277
28,402
30,824
45,484
74,568
83,791
92,614
92,629
92,977
92,977

A. Initial Attack – Day 1 (August 6th)
According to dispatch records, the Dog Mountain Lookout reported the Barry Point Fire at
4:26 p.m. on August 6th. An ODF employee also spotted and reported the fire about the
same time and was the first to arrive on scene. Local resources were dispatched
immediately. The Forest Supervisor, Fire Staff, and ODF fire manager recognized this fire’s
potential early on, and directed that it receive increased resources over what would
normally be dispatched.

At the time the Barry Point Fire was reported, 5 active fires were already being staffed by
LIFC. Another fire was reported within 13 minutes after the Barry Point Fire, all competing
for local firefighting resources. In addition, other firefighting resources were committed to
fires in central Oregon. The Incident Management Situation Report7 for August 7, 2012,
(Appendix 7) shows that in the Northwest Area (Oregon and Washington) there were 26
new fires and 3 uncontained large fires ranging in size from 467 to 21,546 acres that were
competing for firefighting resources on August 6th.
Acres have been updated in this final to reflect the Final Progression Map dated January 8, 2013.
Incident Management Situation Report – a synopsis of national wildland fire activity that occurred
the previous day. It is produced by the National Interagency Coordination Center daily at 5:30 a.m.
Mountain Time at national Preparedness Level 2 and above or whenever activity warrants daily
reporting. The report shows the number of fires occurring nationally and for each Geographic Area.

6
7
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Interagency initial attack forces from Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF), U.S. Forest
Service, and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) – including crews, engines, dozers,
helicopters, and Single-Engine Air Tankers (SEATs) – took suppression action but were
unable to control the fire with the resources available.

The fire escaped initial attack due to intense fire behavior resulting from heavy, dry fuels
and wind conditions that produced 4-8 foot flame lengths, torching, rapid spread, and
spotting of up to ¼ mile. Extreme fire conditions pushed the fire to the northeast. The fire
size was reported as approximately 258 acres by the end of August 6th.
Due to the fire’s increase in size and complexity and the expectation that similar burning
conditions and fire behavior would continue, the Forest ordered the South Central Oregon
Fire Partnership (SCOFP) Type 3 IMT at 9:15 p.m. August 6th to relieve initial attack forces.

Issues that affected the success of initial attack include:
a. Lack of safe road access – This required firefighting personnel to walk into the fire,
which delayed initial attack by about 30 minutes. A two-track road into the fire area
was deemed not safe for equipment ingress and egress in a fire situation.
b. Competition for firefighting resources from other fires in LIFC’s area of
responsibility and elsewhere in the Northwest Area – This reduced the availability
of some resources including large air tankers and delayed some resources from
being dispatched to the Barry Point Fire.
c. Large federal contract air tankers were not available – They were already
committed to other fires in the Northwest Area.
d. Environmental factors and fire behavior – The burning intensity, rapid spread, and
spotting across firelines made it difficult to hold firelines as they were constructed.
B. Extended Attack – Day 2 (August 7th)
On day 2 (August 7th), additional engines, crews, dozers and aerial support including 3 large
air tankers, 2 ODF large air tankers, 2 SEATs, and 3 helicopters with water dropping
capability were assigned to the fire, but suppression forces were still unable to stop the
fire’s spread when fire behavior began to intensify around noon and became more erratic
throughout the afternoon. The incident commander recognized that this would be a
difficult fire and reacted accordingly by ordering additional suppression capability.
Competition from other fires (See the Incident Management Situation Report for August 8th,
Appendix 8) made it difficult to fill orders for critical resources such as Type 1 crews, Type
1 helicopters, fireline supervisors, and engines.

Issues that affected the success of suppression actions on day 2 include:
a. Competition for firefighting resources – Fires burning in central Oregon were
threatening structures and took priority for some firefighting resources.
b. Wind shifts and extreme fire behavior with spotting across dozer lines – Efforts to
construct and secure firelines were hampered by spotting ahead of the fire and
across firelines. This caused forces to temporarily disengage in Division A and move
to a safety zone. They later re-engaged.
c. Combination of fire behavior, terrain, and lack of breaks in the fuel – line
construction could never catch up and get ahead of the fire.
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C. Type 3 Command – Days 2 – 3 (August 7th – 8th)
The South Central Oregon Fire Partnership (SCOFP) Type 3 Team arrived, received a
delegation of authority from the Forest Supervisor (Appendix 5a), and assumed command
of the fire at 6:30 p.m. August 7th starting with the night shift. By this time the fire had
grown to approximately 1,587 acres and had spread to private land under ODF protection
responsibility. Lake Unit, Klamath-Lake ODF District personnel were members of the team,
and other ODF resources were also assigned to the fire. An ODF representative was actively
engaged with the Type 3 IMT.
When the Type 3 IMT assumed command of the fire, they retained the existing organization
already on the fire. This minimized the impact of a transition between IMTs which usually
results in some lost productivity in suppressing the fire as team members get familiar with
the fire. During the night shift, a line was established and burned out in Division B (See
Briefing Map, Appendix 9) along the south end of the fire. This was the first real success
experienced by suppression forces in constructing and holding fire line on the Barry Point
Fire.

Fremont-Winema National Forest and ODF personnel recognized from the beginning that
this was not a typical fire, and was displaying behavior that indicated it had potential to
become a large complex fire. On August 7th (day 2), the Forest Supervisor and acting Fire
Management Officer went out to the fire to observe the fire suppression activities. While on
site, they saw first-hand the extreme fire behavior and challenges faced by the firefighters.
The fire documentation package includes a completed Incident Complexity Analysis form
signed by the incoming Type 3 IC at 12:00 noon on August 7th which recommended a Type 2
team.

Due to the increased complexity of the fire and rapid spread to the north and northeast with
the potential to impact private lands, numerous structures, and continuous areas of heavy
fuels in the path of the fire, the Forest Supervisor made the decision to order a Regional
Type 2 IMT at 3:35 p.m. on August 7th.

On day 3 (August 8th), the Type 3 IMT’s plans, as described in the incident action plan (IAP),
were to construct fire lines and burn out in all Divisions. Air operations were affected early
in the morning by low visibility from smoke caused by an inversion. Mechanical problems
with air tankers added some delay, but once the inversion lifted and repairs were made, the
fire received good air support including SEATs, large air tankers, and helicopters with water
drops. There were not enough ground forces to adequately back up the retardant and water
drops, however, so their effectiveness was limited. Additional crews had been ordered but
had not yet arrived.
In Division A, fire line construction and burnout were initiated by the day shift and
completed by the night shift. This was successful in stopping the fire’s spread to the north
in this division. The other divisions were not successful, and the fire continued to spread
onto the western slopes of Dog Mountain and to the north and east. .
Issues that affected the success of suppression actions on day 3 include:
a. Smoke from inversion and mechanical problems delayed air operations.
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b. Insufficient ground forces to back up air operations (on order).
D. Type 2 Command – Days 4 – 7 (August 9th -12th)
The Pacific Northwest Blue Mountain IMT (Team 4) arrived in Lakeview on August 8th and
received a joint delegation of authority from the Agency Administrators for the FremontWinema National Forest and Klamath-Lake District of Oregon Department of Forestry (See
Appendix 5b). The IMT took command of the fire the following morning at 6:00 a.m. August
9th. According to records and interviews, they didn’t get time to go through a normal
transition before assuming command although they were shadowed throughout the shift by
the local SCOFP Type 3 IMT.
The fire continued to spread to the east and northeast and by 11:00 a.m. was reported by
the operations section as approximately 4500 acres. Shortly after that the fire
compromised efforts to contain the fire on the west slope of Dog Mountain and the fire
continued to spread to the northeast toward Drew’s Reservoir until a wind shift changed
the spread to the south, burning the east face of Dog Mountain. A level 2 evacuation was
recommended for the south end of Drew’s Reservoir and plans were made for a level 3
evacuation in that area. The fire grew to 11,813 acres on that day and by 10:00 p.m. had
crossed the Dog Lake Road.

Northerly winds aligned with the terrain along the south side of Dog Lake Road aided in
pushing the fire to the south and southeast on August 10th, expanding the fire to 17,277
acres. The Agency Administrators from the Forest and ODF, Forest fire staff, and the IC met
at 10:30 a.m. to discuss and develop options to address the increasing complexity of the fire
and options for its long term management. They decided to augment the operational
capacity of the Type 2 Team with a National Incident Management Organization (NIMO)
Team. A NIMO Team was ordered on August 10th. At 9:00 that evening the IC met again
with the agency administrators from the Forest and ODF and officials from the State
Office/Regional Office in Portland to set containment strategies.
August 11th was another active burning day with the fire spreading to the south and east,
threatening over 50 residences in the Westside Community and private timberlands with
active timber harvests. Long range spotting and active fire behavior pushed the fire south
toward California, and the IMT received a delegation of authority from the Forest
Supervisor for the Modoc National Forest (See Appendix 5c). Plans were initiated to prep
the Ruby Pipeline for burnout to stop the southern spread. Transition plans for shifting
command to NIMO were also initiated. The fire reached 28,402 acres.

On August 12th the level 2 evacuation was expanded to residences north of the 4017 Road
and on the east side of the fire. A liaison group was established, consisting of ODF, Forest
staff, IMT personnel, and Collins Pine to address growing concerns on communication and
coordination being raised by landowners and permittees. The fire was active to the west of
the Dry Creek drainage.
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E. NIMO / Type 2 Command – Days 7 – 9 (August 12th – 14th)
The NIMO Team arrived and the NIMO IC assumed command of the incident at 6:00 p.m.
August 12th. The After Action Report states that integration of the NIMO and Type 2 teams
“was seamless and extremely positive.” This may have been the general feeling of the Type 2
team; however some team members interviewed felt they were adequately managing the
fire and did not support the integration with the NIMO team.

While the NIMO team, comprised of a Type 1 Command and General Staff, brought a high
level of expertise and experience, it did not add the full organizational structure needed to
adequately staff the Operations Section for the Barry Point Fire which had expanded to a
incident of some 30,000 acres and was rapidly spreading south toward the
Oregon/California state line and the Modoc National Forest. The NIMO Incident
Commander reported to us that they needed additional branch directors. However, due to
competition for firefighting resources among over 60 large fires nationally, the resource
ordering system was unable to provide all the additional positions needed to complete the
organizational structure for effective management of the fire.

Active burning continued through the night as it had throughout the fire and on August 12th
the fire grew to 30,824 acres. Pressure toward the California line prompted evacuation of
homes six miles into California and west of Goose Lake.
The agency administrators decided to order a full Type 1 IMT.
On August 13th – during the night shift of August 12th the fire spread south across a
contingency line (Ruby Pipeline) and into California onto private timber lands and Modoc
National Forest protection, expanding to 45,484 acres.
F. Type 1 Command – Days 10 – 19 (August 15th – 24th)

Command transferred to PNW Team 2 at 6:00 a.m. on August 15th. The fire was actively
burning to the south in California with the size increasing to 83,791 acres. Evacuations
were occurring 15 miles south of the Oregon border. Level 3 evacuations continued in
portions of the Westside Community, southeast of Drew’s Reservoir, and west of Goose
Lake. The fire continued to grow to 92,629 acres with gusty, erratic winds hitting the fire
with a storm on August 17th.

The storm also brought light precipitation that started to moderate fire behavior. The
weather and fire behavior continued to moderate through the next few days allowing good
progress on containment. Most evacuations were lifted on August 19th. Firefighting
resources continued to strengthen and hold containment lines, and mop up operations.
Rehabilitation of the fire lines and hazard tree felling was initiated on the northern part of
the fire.
G. NIMO/Type 3 Command – Days 20 – 22 (August 25th – 27th)

On August 25th at 6:00 a.m., command of the fire was transferred back to the SCOFP Team,
the original Type 3 team. Because the fire was still heavily staffed with crews and
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resources, the NIMO Team was again assigned but this time it was to augment the Type 3
team’s capabilities. The fire was 92.977 acres and was declared contained on August 27th.
H. Post-Fire Activities (August 27th – Present)
The Type 3 team was given “turn back standards” from the Fremont-Winema and Modoc
National Forests and the ODF District Forester that provided the team with direction on
repairing fire suppression damage, such as cut fences and dozer trail rehabilitation prior to
turning the fire back to the two National Forests and the Oregon Department of Forestry
local unit. The fire was turned back to the local units on September 5th.
A Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation Team was brought in to develop a plan of action
for emergency rehabilitation of damage to public lands. This plan will include a request for
funding for necessary work.
A team of off-forest employees was also brought in to increase the capacity of local forest
staff to deal with the aftermath of the Barry Point Fire. This team is called the Barry Point
Fire Coordination Group.
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IV.

PERCEPTIONS AND COMMUNICATION

The Barry Point Fire challenged each incident management organization assigned to it. The
fire challenged agency administrators to keep up with its increasing size and complexity. A
Type 3 team was ordered the first day. Before they even assumed command, a Type 2 team
had been ordered to replace them. On the second day of the Type 2 team’s operations, a
NIMO team had been ordered to supplement them. On the second shift of the NIMO team’s
assignment, a Type 1 team was ordered.
The fire also challenged relationships and communications among firefighters and between
firefighters and the community. With the fire growing faster than the firefighting
organization, information was often incomplete and lines of communication were strained.
This section addresses perceptions among many of the players as raised in the interviews.
A. Initial and Extended Attack
Forest and ODF staff and the firefighters involved, agreed that initial and extended attack
were rapid, aggressive, and consistent with generally accepted fire suppression tactics for
the fuel types, weather, and terrain encountered, while assuring the safety of firefighters.
While unsuccessful, this phase of the suppression effort was carried out primarily by local
forces familiar with each other and with the land and the community.

Two of the landowners interviewed had the opinion that the fire could have been controlled
during initial attack if some firefighting resources seen in a staging area had been put to
work. Fire records do show that a dozer operator for a dozer transferred from another fire
had worked his maximum hours. As no relief operator was available, the dozer was placed
in staging.
B. Ordering the Type 2 IMT
The Type 2 team was ordered on the second day of the fire, before the Type 3 team assumed
command. During interviews with local Forest Service, ODF, and IMT personnel, most said
they recognized that this was going to be a difficult fire from the start. Several personnel
with extensive fire experience on the Fremont-Winema National Forest also commented
that they had seriously under-estimated this fire and that it behaved differently than any
fire they had seen in the area, especially with its spread to the south.
The decision to order a Type 2 team committed fire managers to transition with a team
from outside the local area, with limited local experience and relationships. Subsequent
frustration with the Type 2 team’s performance and communications stemmed partly from
this fact.

Some interviewees from the fire community, after the fact and with hindsight, wished that
they had jumped directly to ordering a Type 1 team on the 2nd day, when the fire grew to
over a thousand acres in size. The Forest’s fire staff reported that WFDSS was not used to
make this decision, relying instead on experience and intuition. A WFDSS was prepared the
next day (using a program called “Revised Complexity Analysis and Needs Assessment”)
that affirmed the decision to order a full type 2 IMT.
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C. Agency Administrator Direction and Engagement
The Forest Supervisor, acting Fire Management Officer, and the ODF Klamath-Lake District
Forester, or their deputy or acting were actively engaged with IMTs in all phases of the fire.
Interviews brought out some charged communications between Forest representatives and
the Type 2 team as the fire frustrated control efforts, but the Type 2 IC commented that he
felt that the Forest Supervisor was supportive and challenged the team to address the issues
that they were struggling with.
The joint Delegations of Authority issued to the incident management teams provided
principal objectives to be accomplished (See Appendix 5). Three of these describe
expectations concerning private property and communications with landowners and the
public. These are:
 Minimize acreage burned and damage to private property and improvements.
 Protect private property and structures.
 Maintain and enhance the relationships with local landowners and the public.
The rate of fire growth challenged the IMTs ability to meet these objectives. Several
interviewees questioned not the objectives themselves but the agencies’ and IMTs’
commitment to these objectives.
D. Type 2 IMT
Several interviews focused on the performance of the Type 2 IMT which had command of
the fire from August 9th to 12th (and supported the NIMO team until the 14th). The Blue
Mountain Type 2 Team comes from eastern Oregon and arrived without the local
relationships and familiarity enjoyed by the Type 3 team it replaced.

The following lists some of the issues raised in interviews. The Regional IMTs are
coordinated by an interagency board under the oversight of the Pacific Northwest Wildfire
Coordinating Group (PNWCG). When a Regional IMT arrives on a fire, they report to the
agency administrators. The team conducted a post-assignment After-Action Review (AAR)
and received a performance evaluation from the agency administrators. These are used by
the board and PNWCG to evaluate and improve team effectiveness. As the board has
responsibility to review the performance of teams, we do not make any attempt to do this;
however information and interviews from this report will also be shared with the Regional
Forester and PNWCG.

1. Strategic Focus:
Several interviewees said that in an effort to minimize acres burned, the Type 2 IMT used
direct attack when interviewees felt indirect attack might have been more successful given
the intensity and spread of the fire. Plans for indirect attack, weren’t implemented because
resources were redirected to direct attack as the fire made runs. The Type 2 IMT identified
this as one of their “Most Difficult Challenges” in the team’s AAR (Appendix 10).
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Several interviewees from the IMTs, Forest, and landowners expressed concern over the
use of “the box” as a strategy. The “box” referring to the areas identified on a map as being
potential containment points based on predicted fire growth related to fuels, terrain,
weather, and available firefighting resources. Although most seemed to understand the
concept of this strategy, many felt that initially the “box” was too small to allow for
successful containment, while later in the fire the “box” was bigger than perceived as being
needed. Some felt that changing fire conditions late in the fire could have allowed for the
“box” to be shrunk avoiding further resource damage.

2. Use of Resources:
Local personnel and landowners complained that planned actions were not always
accomplished. After the fire crossed the Dog Lake Road during the night of August 9th, plans
were made to use the Ruby Pipeline to stop the fire’s movement to the south. IAPs for the
day and night shifts on August 11th and 12th planned for preparing the Ruby Pipeline rightof-way and burnout ahead of the advancing fire. This work was not completed due to
several factors; including fire behavior, resource shortages, and plan implementation. The
fire crossed the Ruby Pipeline on the morning of August 13th.

Members of the IMT pointed out that a shortage of critical resources prevented the IMT
from adequately staffing the fire. Resource shortages resulted from competition from other
fires in the Northwest Area and other western states. The daily Incident Status Summaries
(ICS-209) for August 9th – 12th, list critical resource needs as type 1 crews, division
supervisors, task force leaders, heavy equipment bosses, and type 1, 2, and 3 helicopters.

Forest and ODF personnel and some landowners said they had travelled across the entire
fire area without seeing any firefighters engaged in work on the fire. Some landowners and
permittees said they saw firefighters sitting idle in their vehicles out in the fire area who
said they were “on hold, waiting for instructions.” During a period of rapid fire growth,
changing fire behavior, and limited resources, with the IMT challenged to keep pace and
protect firefighter safety, some firefighters may indeed have been held at staging areas.
However, based on explanations given casually by firefighters, this was perceived by
landowners as a lack of commitment to fire management objectives.
3. Gaps Between Day and Night Shifts:
Some interviewees said that for several days shift changes had 2-4 hour gaps between the
time firefighting resources going off-shift left the line and the time resources going on-shift
arrived to replace them. They said that this left the line unstaffed at a time when they felt
that work could have been most effective, especially during morning shift changes. Some
interviewees felt that this gap may have contributed to the fire crossing the Ruby pipeline.
4. Planning:
Some interviewees said that they thought the IMT didn’t have the right plan for the right
time, and didn’t have the right resources in the right place at the right time.

5. Tactical Actions by Fireline Supervisors:
In a dynamic environment with the fire advancing rapidly, some interviewees suggested
that fireline supervisors may have taken tactical actions on their own just to try to check
fire growth. Some burnouts on private lands may have been the result of these types of
actions.
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6. Maps:
Interviews and a review of documents suggest that maps were not always kept current as
the fire advanced. This issue was identified in the AAR (Appendix 10) as one of the IMT’s
“Most Difficult Challenges.” Interviewees reported difficulty in planning and implementing
effective suppression actions because the maps weren’t keeping up with the rapid fire
spread.
7. Coordination with ODF:
The Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) has protection responsibility for private lands
within the fire area, so the delegation of authority to the Type 2 IMT was issued jointly by
agency administrators from the US Forest Service and ODF.

ODF assigned representatives to work directly with the Type 2 IMT and coordinate
suppression actions on private lands to ensure their interests were represented in strategic
and tactical planning. Two General Control Objectives for the incident were established
relative to private property and improvements, landowners, and the public (ICS 202).
These are:



Minimize acreage burned and damage to private property and improvements.
Maintain and enhance the relationships with local landowners and the public.

There’s general agreement among Forest Service and ODF personnel that day-to-day
working relationships are effective; however, the ODF representatives interviewed did not
feel that objectives for protecting private lands in the Barry Point Fire were met by the Type
2 IMT. Most landowners expressed this same view. ODF fire staff reported examples of
areas where the working relationship with the Forest and IMTs could have worked better.
Examples include the Forest Supervisor’s decision to order the Type 2 IMT being done
without ODF involvement (this was acknowledged as an oversight by the Supervisor and
fire staff and rectified); lack of acknowledgement of ODF personnel in incident action plans
and division assignments; listening to ODF’s advice, but not accepting it without feedback as
to why it was not accepted; and perceived lack of implementation to protect private lands.
One ODF fire manager expressed that some of the resource orders not available under the
Federal ordering system might have been available through the State system if the needs
were made known locally to ODF staff. He cited an example of where the Type 1 team was
short on resources, made the need known to the ODF personnel, and ODF was able to come
up with the resources.
E. Communications with Permittees and Landowners
Many interviews focused on communication among permittees, landowners, and fire
managers, especially the Type 2 IMT. The Team’s After Action Review (Appendix 10)
recognized this as one of their “Most Difficult Challenges” saying: “We missed
communicating with all affected landowners and permittees as the fire moved into new
areas. This caused considerable angst, confusion, mixed messages, and angry reactions.”
1. Agency Administrator’s Direction on Coordination and Communication:
The delegation of authority, Appendix 5b, and the Type 1 IMT’s Strategic Risk Assessment
described the Agency Administrators’ expectations in communication:
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Maintain and enhance the relationships with local landowners and the public.
Use aggressive outreach to insure timely and accurate dissemination of information
regarding fire related activities is provided to the public, land owners, cooperators,
elected officials, and other stakeholders.
Ensure that relationships are maintained or enhanced with local land owners,
business owners, the general public, and other key stakeholders.

2. Contacts With Landowners:
Many of the landowners interviewed felt that they received insufficient information during
the early stages of the fire to alert them to the possible threat to their private property.
Landowners said that by the time they became aware that their property was in imminent
danger, suppression forces were in some cases preparing for burnouts involving their lands.
Two residential landowners said that they were first contacted by the Lake County Sheriff’s
office early on August 10th and advised of a Level 1 evacuation. By this time the smoke
plume was visible to the north/northeast of their property. These landowners chose to
ignore evacuation orders and to remain on site to protect their home, which increased risk
to them and to firefighters who remained with them to defend the property when the fire
burned through the area on August 12th.
Some landowners reported that as they became confused and frustrated, they initiated
contact with suppression forces on the line and at fire camp. These contacts were
sometimes confrontational and generally increased frustration and misunderstanding on
both sides. Landowners perceived some of what they heard as arrogant and insensitive,
and felt that the agencies and IMTs were more concerned with impacts to the national
forests and did not value their property.

On August 12 (Day 7), fire managers established a Landowner Liaison Group representing
the Fremont-Winema National Forest, ODF, Collins Pine, and the Type 2 IMT to try to
improve communications with landowners and resolve some of the issues that had arisen.
Landowners appreciated this effort but by the time the group was formed, frustrations were
so high that it was extremely difficult to resolve differences and establish effective
communications. Nevertheless, the IMT and some agency personnel considered the
Landowner Liaison Group a positive effort in facilitating communication with landowners.
3. Contacts With Permittees:
Several grazing permittees interviewed felt that they did not receive timely notification of
the possible threat to their cattle as the fire progressed. Four permittees said that they
were first alerted of the threat after the fire crossed the Dog Lake Road on August 9th (day
4). When they tried to enter the national forest to move their cattle, they said they were
stopped at road check-points set up to prevent public entry. Permittees interpreted the
closure, intended to protect their safety, as reflecting a lack of concern for them and their
property.

The closure caused delay in cattle movement and frustrated permittees trying to get access
to move their cattle. After visiting with a couple of the landowners on the fire on August
11th, the Forest Supervisor authorized landowners and grazing permittees entry into closed
areas of the national forest.
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4. Timely, Accurate Information:
As the fire unexpectedly spread south, additional allotments and permittees were affected.
They too felt that they did not receive timely, accurate information about the fire’s
movement so they could move their cattle to safety. Permittees felt that information they
did receive was often conflicting, resulting in confusion and a rapid, chaotic roundup and
fast movement of cattle. Some went southward many miles into California just to escape the
advancing fire, and others were able to move their cows to the west. Numerous livestock
that could not be rounded up were killed and injured as the fire burned over them. Some
permittees had not yet located all their cows as of the dates of their interviews.
Landowner/permittee complaints of a lack of information carried over to post-fire
activities. Some landowners said that they were not informed of road closures to repair
culverts.

5. Local Knowledge and Relationships:
Several landowners and permittees said they observed fireline construction and
preparations for burnouts in areas that, in their view, was not the best location. When they
offered advice, they said it was ignored. They said they ran into firefighters traveling
around the fire who didn’t know where they were or how to get to their destination.
Landowners, permittees, and local Forest Service and ODF personnel interviewed agreed
that IMTs can benefit greatly by consulting with local people with knowledge of the land
and the road system. The After Action Review report for PNW Team 2 (Appendix 11) had the
following statement with respect to coordination with landowners and permittees and use of local
knowledge:
“Based on the number of affected permittees and landowners, closer coordination
would have benefitted the team and agency administrators. Local permittees and
landowners can aid in firefighting efforts by providing valuable information, such as
additional people in the area, lay of the land, access roads, road conditions, structures,
livestock locations, fences, water sources, and other information. Lack of
coordination can lead to independent actions by permittees and landowners potentially
creating difficult and unsafe situations for them and responding fire resources.”
6. Structure Protection, Evacuations:
The Type 2 IMT formed a Structure Protection Group utilizing local fire department
resources and other assigned resources, and worked with the Lake County Sheriff to
develop evacuation plans. As the fire grew and threatened residences, the County Sheriff
issued evacuation notices as planned. Based on interviews, the evacuations were handled
in an excellent manner. The fire documentation package includes documentation on
evacuation plans and implementation.

One of the most notable communication successes during the Barry Point Fire was when the
Structure Protection Group was used to protect a residence on the east side of the fire in
Division L. According to the landowner, the Structure Protection Group made contact with
him well before the fire reached his property and worked with him to protect his residence.
They communicated with him and got his authorization in advance for every action they
took on his property. The fire eventually burned through the area but his residence was
protected, and damage to his property overall was minimal. The landowner was very
pleased with the assistance received.
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7. Checking on Safety of Permittees Moving Cattle
One permittee stated that IMT members were checking on their movement of cattle and
may have delayed some tactical operations to ensure their safety. He was very appreciative
of this.
V.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are issues that the Region may want to address as part of
the Forest Service’s continuing effort to improve operations:
a. Work with ODF to clarify delegations of authority, joint operations, and supervision
and evaluation of IMTs on fires that cross jurisdictions.

b. Ensure that the Forest Service addresses how local knowledge of terrain, and
environmental conditions as well as community and landowner communication can
best be addressed by IMTs at the time they are ordered and throughout the duration
of the fire.
c. Establish procedures to ensure ongoing direct communications with individual
landowners and permittees relative to future fire threats to their property and
grazing allotments and suppression actions to mitigate those threats.

d. Conduct a further review of the events that occurred when the fire burned across
the Morris and Harvey properties and the Albertson’s property; and evaluate the
risk to the landowners and firefighters as the events occurred.
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Appendix 1
Barry Point Fire
Fact Finding Report
Steering Group
Name
Dan Shoun
Leigh Ann Evans
Audrey Henry

Greg Pittman/Dustin Gustaveson

Association
Lane County Commissioner
South Valley Bank/Landowner
Executive Director, Lake County Chamber of
Commerce
Oregon Department of Forestry
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Appendix 3
Barry Point Fire
Fact Finding Report
Interviewees
Name
Mike and Matt Morris
Lee Fledderjohann
Roger and Kathy Miles
Dan Shoun
Dustin Gustaveson
Paul Harlan
Bill Albertson
John Albertson
Bill Wilson
Virgil and Sharon Harvey
Fred Way
David Summer
Bobbi Scopa
Doug Baxter

Randy Ostman

Billy Flournoy
Ace, Rosa, and Lee Felder
Greg Pittman
Jeff McNeley
Phil McDonald
Barry Shullanberger

Jack and Bev Sparrowk
Leland Hunter
James, Jerry, and Bob Evans
Steve Rawlings
John Giller
Brian Watts
Mike Morcom
Steve Gage
Brenda Younker

Association
Landowners
Collins Pine Company
Landowners
Lake County Commissioner
Lake Unit Protection Forester, Oregon Dept. of
Forestry
VP, Resources, Collins Pine Company
Landowner
Landowner
Landowner (CA)
Landowners
Forest Supervisor, Fremont-Winema NF
Fire Director, USFS, R-6
Assistant Director, Operations, State Office-Regional
Office
Blue Mountain IMT4 (Type 2) Operations Section
Chief
Blue Mountain IMT4 (Type 2) Branch
Director/Landowner Liaison Group
Landowner (CA)
Permittees
Klamath-Lake District Forester, ODF
Landowner/Permittee
Lake County Sheriff
Acting Fire Staff, Fremont- Winema NF/ PNW Team
2 (Type 1)
Landowners
SCOFP Team (Type 3) Incident Commander
Landowners
NIMO Operations Section Chief
PNW Team 2 (Type 1) Operations Section Chief
Blue Mountain IMT 4 (Type 2) Incident Commander
PNW Team 2 (Type 1) Incident Commander
NIMO Incident Commander
Blue Mountain IMT 4 (Type 2) Branch Director
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Appendix 5a
Delegation of Authority
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Delegation of Authority
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Appendix 9
Barry Point Fire Briefing Map
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Appendix 10
Oregon IMT 4/Portland NIMO IMT After Action Review
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